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Introduction
What retail and consumer shopping trends are having an impact in 2018? And more
importantly, which ones are poised to have a lasting effect in the years to come?
Amid the recent upheaval of the retail landscape, many are predicting a
continuation of the “retail apocalypse” with more store closings and depressed retail
sales. However, Murphy Research expects to see a retail comeback driven by
changing shopper behavior, evolving brand positioning, and powerful new
technologies.
Murphy Research has assessed the landscape and tapped into our in-house
shopper and retail experts to pinpoint the trends to watch in 2018 and beyond.
Understanding and acting on these consumer, brand, and retailer trends will enable
marketers to not just survive in the coming years, but to truly thrive.
Key themes driving the trends include:
• Personalization
• Convenience
• Transparency
• Experience
• Uniqueness
• Innovation
Trend Timeline

For even more information on shopping behavior in 2018, check out the Murphy
Research 2018 Shopper Behavior Study, which is available for purchase. Data
points from the study are featured throughout this report. You can find more
information about the study and listen to a free webinar covering key data and
insights at:
www.murphyresearch.com/shopper
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TREND

1

Experiential Retail
Evolves

Observation: Engagement = Experience + Product Context
With the shift to online shopping, many retail stores are closing and malls are
struggling to attract traffic. Retailers are looking to transform stores to mixed-use
immersive spaces. The “store” of the future will focus on engaging consumers with
the brand by creating unique, memorable experiences focused on insight into the
company or hands-on interaction with products.
Malls, too, are also re-evaluating how their spaces can better serve as “Consumer
Experience Spaces” for their retailers to connect with consumers. They are creating
rotating “Instagrammable” installations, spaces for concerts, classes, unique food
halls, and pop-up shops selling artisan goods.

Consumer Drivers
Experience / Uniqueness / Social

Brands that create memorable in-person experiences and cultivate relationships
through knowledgeable staff members are best positioned to win over shoppers.

Examples:
• Apple hosts free educational sessions led by experts on a variety of productrelated topics, including photography, music, design, business, and coding.
• Starbucks opened a 15,000-square-foot “roastery” in Seattle, with tasting
stations, coffee educators, and lots of photo ops.
• Dyson built demo stores in London and NYC where shoppers can test out
products and learn about the innovative technology behind the products.
• Saks Fifth Avenue’s flagship New York store has added an entire beauty and
wellness floor with not only cosmetics, but also massage rooms, stretch classes,
a salon, and related apparel.

Trend Timeline

72%
say that the
in-store/website
experience is
important to them
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Ethical Shoppers
Have Their Day

Observation: In the era of fake news and information overload, values-based
consumers are struggling to keep their purchases in check with their beliefs.
“Is this avocado harvested sustainably?” “Is my shampoo tested on animals?”
“Does my car manufacturer have solid representation of women and people of color
in leadership positions?”
These types of decisions weigh heavily on consumers who care about where their
money goes and they are looking for ways to sift through information throughout
their shopping process. Now, new companies are aggregating data in useful ways
and making important information easily accessible and understandable for
consumers seeking authenticity and transparency. For companies that play by the
rules, they have more opportunities to be transparent and build trust where it
matters most.
Examples:
• Nudge for Change is an app that alerts users when they enter a business that
doesn't agree with their values – whatever they may be. Data related to workers’
rights, women's rights, the environment, racial equality, and LGBT equality is
pulled from 3rd party sources.
• Everlane offers designer goods with ”radically transparent” information on
everything about their company, from how they price products to how they
manufacture items.
• Goodments helps consumers make ethical investments by finding investment
opportunities that align with their personal values.

Consumer Drivers
Transparency / Trust / Sustainability

Trend Timeline

1 in 4
shoppers say brands
must show
transparency
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Delivery: Right Here,
Right Now

Observation: Shoppers are already accustomed to researching and buying
products from any location via their smartphones. Now they’re expecting to be able
to acquire products almost anywhere, too. While food delivery to almost any
address within an hour is ubiquitous, consumers are also expecting access to other
products “on demand.”
Amazon is leading the charge in this area. With the acquisition of Whole Foods,
Amazon has the ability to deliver orders to convenient locations within hours, not
days. In addition, Amazon has set up lockers in large apartment buildings across
the country, so that when residents come home from work, their packages are
waiting for them in a secure location. Amazon is also experimenting with in-home
delivery (where delivery personnel drop packages inside customers’ homes) and incar delivery (in partnership with GM and Volvo). Amazon’s delivery by drone is
getting closer to reality, as well.

Mass merchandisers like Kohl’s and Target are scrambling to keep up, and have
set up stores to make it easy for online customers to pick up orders quickly in-store.
Target also purchased Shipt, a same-day delivery platform, to further bolster its
fulfillment capabilities.
In another example, Domino’s started delivering pizzas to locations like beaches
and parks, even if the recipient isn’t at a set address.
Consumers want control over when and where their products are delivered. Nextday shipping will soon no longer cut it. Consumers want their products delivered
wherever and whenever it’s convenient to them.

Consumer Drivers
Convenience / Innovation

Trend Timeline

56%
of shoppers choose
online retailers based
on shipping speed
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Blockchain: The Future
Of Retail Transparency

Observation: The retail supply chain is complex, especially in the food business. A
pilot program conducted with Walmart found that applying blockchain technology
cut the time it took to trace a package of mangoes from the farm to the store from
days or weeks to just two seconds.
Many consumers are looking for ways to access more information about their food
(and other products), like how it was produced and how it was processed, but it’s
almost impossible to get that information. In the next few years, blockchain
technology will revolutionize the way people read labels and shop as grocers and
food producers get on the blockchain train.
The blockchain of food will also provide a lexicon of attributes and definitions for
food on its journey through the supply chain, which will make it easier for
consumers to understand food labeling and discern between the many different
claims that exist on food packaging. Certifications like “free range” vs. “cage free”
will be simplified and consumers will be able to use their smartphones in-store to
access detailed information about products.

Consumer Drivers
Transparency / Sustainability / Research / Innovation

Trend Timeline
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scrutinize product
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Access Over
Ownership

Observation: Consumers are spending less on owning physical goods and more
on access to things and experiences.
More people today are living in urban apartments, so there is less room to store
goods. Wallets are still tight, so people are looking for value. But what’s really
driving the surging popularity of the sharing economy is an increase in
connectivity. From mobility to hospitality to fashion, new platforms are making it
easier for people to connect and share their physical things with others.
In the past, borrowing a nice dress for a special event was only an option if you had
a trusting friend in the same size. Borrowing a chainsaw for a weekend project?
Talk to your neighbor. How about a boat? Good luck with that!

Consumer Drivers
Value / Self-expression / Experience / Innovation

Now, new companies, apps, and technology platforms are giving people the
opportunities to have access to just about anything they want at the click of a
button. The sharing economy is expanding to just about every product category and
consumer are happy to “rent” products for short periods rather than own.
Examples:
• Rent the Runway and Le Tote offer shoppers the opportunity to rent designer
clothing for a fraction of the price.
• Turo and Get Around are peer-to-peer car sharing marketplaces that allow
individuals to rent vehicles from individual car owners. Drivers can choose from a
range of makes and models, from affordable daily drivers to rare specialty cars.

Trend Timeline
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say value is the most
important consideration
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Shopping Finds
Its Voice

Observation: The advancement and proliferation of voice platforms like Amazon
Alexa, Apple Siri, and Google Voice are set to radically change the way that
consumers research, browse and buy products and services.
The rise of ‘v-commerce” means that consumers can bypass traditional channels
like search engines, apps and retailer websites (not to mention in-store displays
and employees), and instead shop for products through a sequence of natural
language voice commands using their smartphones or in-home voice assistants.
This makes it incredibly convenient for consumers to shop, but retailers and brands
lose out on many traditional marketing opportunities. Without physical shelf
displays, product photos or website descriptions, consumers see less of a product’s
branding and information. This can make it harder for shoppers to gain production
knowledge – and diminish the impact of visual branding elements like photos,
taglines, and written product descriptions.
For these reasons, it’s expected that voice shopping will mainly appeal to early
technology adopters, who will use it mainly for purchasing staples and familiar
products – for now.

Consumer Drivers
Convenience / Innovation

Trend Timeline
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Retail Space As
“Instabait”

Observation: Instabait is a photogenic space, product, or physical element that
inspires visitors to photograph and share their in-store experience on social media.
The installations often have a visible hashtag for easy posting. It’s a win-win
situation: consumers get to add beautiful photos to their feed and brands benefit
from the word-of-mouth exposure.
In the age of over-sharing on social media, consumers are drawn to distinctive,
Instagrammable experiences, places, and products. Whether grabbing a quick
coffee or shopping for furniture, consumers gravitate toward retail spaces that offer
a chance to snap an attention-grabbing photo. Shoppers get “likes” in their social
media feed and retailers gain exposure and endorsement from influencers posting
photos and geotagging their stores.

Consumer Drivers
Experience / Social / Self-expression

The trend started in restaurants and cafes, and then moved to hip/urban specialty
stores, but every type of retailer is now joining the trend by refreshing their retail
spaces to draw in the crowds.
Smashbox (cosmetics), Cisco Home (furniture), and Shinola (clothing and
accessories) are just a few examples of specialty retailers embracing the trend,
while Westfield World Trade Center in New York and Westfield Century City in Los
Angeles were both built with highly photogenic architecture and installations.
Whether it’s an edgy mural, a dramatic light fixture, or a kitschy neon sign, these
installations give shoppers a reason to visit a store and share the experience with
friends online.

Trend Timeline

67%
feel the products they
buy are a reflection of
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Predictive Marketing
Goes Mainstream

Observation: Consumers want brands to anticipate their needs and marketers are
finally meeting expectations.
With the rise of big data, advanced analytics, and the adoption of artificial
intelligence technologies, companies are finding new ways to optimize the shopping
experience to anticipate consumers’ needs. By harnessing the stores of data
collected on customers, companies are using predictive modeling and marketing
automation to create targeted product recommendations or promotional messages
that are highly relevant to consumers. Triggers such as purchase behavior, internet
searches and location changes can prompt a relevant promotion to be delivered to
shoppers.

Consumer Drivers
Personalization / Innovation

Consumers are more likely to be open to receiving brand and retailers’ messages
when they’re related to a purchase process that’s about to start or already in
progress.

Trend Timeline

50%
prefer retailers that
offer a personalized
shopping experience
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Retail Mashups
Disrupt The Landscape

Observation: Consumers are looking for unique experiences and relevant product
suggestions, and retailers are searching for ways to freshen their offering, expand
their reach, and optimize customer data analytics.
While partnerships in retail are nothing new (e.g., Starbucks shop in your grocery
store, branded counter in your department store’s cosmetics department), 2018 is
about to see the trend taken to a whole new level. Amazon’s purchase of Whole
Foods in 2017 serves as a wake up call to all retailers to think differently about how
to serve customers and approach partnerships.
Shoppers are increasingly open to unique combinations, and “discovering” new
products in an unexpected space can add to the enjoyment of shopping and create
buzz-worthy experiences. At the same time, retailers benefit from an expanded
category view of shoppers’ habits and can pull in new traffic working with a new
brand.
Examples:
• Walmart and Tasty (property of BuzzFeed) – Viewers of Tasty’s popular recipe
videos can instantly buy cookware and ingredients.
• IKEA and Task Rabbit – IKEA gets a partner that builds their notoriously
complex furniture, while Task Rabbit gets exposure to a huge new audience.
• Peet’s and Capital One partnered to create 360 Café, where customers can get
financial advice while sipping their latte.
• Ace Hardware and The Grommet – The Grommet is an online retailer known
for popularizing new technological gadgets. Ace is hoping to drive more store
traffic by featuring products from The Grommet.

Consumer Drivers
Convenience / Experience / Uniqueness

Trend Timeline
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Shoppers Make Friends
With A.I. Chatbots

Observation: A.I.-powered chatbots are revolutionizing the way that shoppers
interact with retailers.
For most consumers, their first memorable A.I. experience will be with a natural
language chatbot. Many retailers have already implemented this functionality with
varying degrees of success; others are testing the waters and experimenting with
the technology before rolling it out. As consumers start using chatbots successfully,
they will become more comfortable with the experience overall and expect more
brands to offer the service.
Savvy retailers are taking a close look at their customer service strategy and
evaluating how the tool might fit into their shopper journey. In the near-term,
chatbots will replace humans for tasks like scheduling appointments,
recommending standardized products, or even using more advanced A.I to predict
the shopping needs of customers based on past patterns.
Examples:
• Intuit Quickbooks launched a virtual assistant to help their customers
understand their finances.
• Starbucks launched a barista chatbot to help customers to order items through
its app.
• The North Face launched a chatbot powered by IBM Watson to help shoppers
find the right outerwear.

Consumer Drivers
Innovation / Convenience / Personalization

Trend Timeline

39%
say brands they
purchase must
have a passion for
customer service
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Cash Loses Out To
Mobile Payments

Observation: Consumers are ditching cash and growing more comfortable with
mobile and ”contactless” payment methods.
Apps like Venmo and PayPal have already steered consumers away from cash
and toward mobile payments, at least when it comes to peer-to-peer exchanges.
While Apple Pay and Google Pay aren’t exactly new, these and other mobile pay
platforms are expected to come into their own in 2018. Gen Z and Millennial
consumers might not always carry a wallet, but they always have their
smartphones.
Merchants, too, have realized that working with cash has unnecessary risks and
costs, while mobile payment transactions are often cheaper than processing credit
card payments.

Consumer Drivers
Convenience / Innovation

Some stores and restaurants are choosing to remove cash as a payment option
altogether, and moving toward mobile payments is a logical next step – one that
many consumers are ready to embrace.
Trend Timeline
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sometimes or most of
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Pop-ups Get (More)
Popular

Observation: Pop-up shops move from seasonal and one-off events to permanent
strategies for brands.
It used to be that brands opened bare-bones temporary pop-up shops in otherwise
empty retail locations. These stores were often focused on a one-time event or
holiday sales and had minimal design or branding. Pop-ups were seen as a lowcost (and often low-brow) option to get product in front of existing foot traffic.
In 2018, attention-grabbing pop-ups are being used to generate excitement and
engagement with a brand. The temporary stores in unexpected locations are being
used by local artisans as well as global premium brands (from adidas to Tiffany &
Co. and Louis Vuitton) to generate buzz and offer a unique, limited run experience
for shoppers. With their smaller footprints, fun events and specialized product
lineups, pop-ups enable brands to get closer to their shoppers and focus on
immediate purchases.
Shoppers, often informed by social media and driven by “fear of missing out,”
gravitate to the pop-ups for their temporary nature, unique experiences, and
products that often aren’t available anywhere else.

Consumer Drivers
Experience / Uniqueness / Convenience / Social

Trend Timeline
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unique items no
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Personal Shopping In
(Or Out Of) A Box

Observation: Today’s shopper is often overwhelmed with the shopping experience.
Choosing among thousands of products available through hundreds of retailers
(online and offline), along with limited time or interest to sift through all the options
have left shoppers overwhelmed and anxious.
Innovative startups have led the way to address the consumer need for
simplification and outsourcing shopping decisions.
Companies like Stitch Fix and Trunk Club (apparel), Winc (wine) and Birch Box
and Dollar Shave Club (beauty) send their subscribers a package of goods that
are selected for each persons’ unique styles, tastes, and interests. The popularity of
curated subscription services has been rising in recent years and is expected to
grow in 2018 and beyond.

Consumer Drivers
Personalization / Convenience / Uniqueness

Retailers like Target, Ann Taylor, and Gap are all looking to capitalize on the box
subscription craze with their own offerings.
There are also options for those wanting an “out of the box” experience:
• Nordstrom has set up a Nordstrom Local store in Los Angeles, where shoppers
will find no inventory. Instead, they’ll see a drink bar, dressing rooms and have
access to a personal stylist to make recommendations.
• Curated product sites like Canopy, ShoeDazzle, and Lyst pick out favorite
products from high-inventory sites like Amazon and eBay, so that shoppers see a
smaller selection of products based on a specific need or style preference.

Trend Timeline
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look for ways to
outsource
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Gen Z Comes Of
Shopping Age

Observation: Marketers’ obsession with Millennials will start to wane as Gen Z
(those born around 1997 or later) enters the workforce and gains more disposable
income.
While the oldest Millennials will be turning 40 in a few years, Gen Z is moving into
adulthood. About one quarter of the generation, or 17 million people in the U.S,
will be 18 or older by the end of 2018. Marketers need to quickly get up to speed on
this generation and realize that Gen Z cannot simply be lumped together with
Millennials.
• Gen Z is the most racially and culturally diverse generation in U.S. history. It’s
estimated that just under half the members of Gen Z are people of color.
• Members of Gen Z were practically born with tablets and smartphones in their
hands. They are true tech natives and grew up with instant access to
entertainment and information at their fingertips.
• They have very short attention spans – when it comes to deciding where they
want to focus. They know how to quickly sift through options but can concentrate
on a task, game, or other content once they decide it’s worth their while.
• They enjoy shopping! Because so much of their lives is digital, they especially
like unique physical retail experiences that grab their attention “IRL” (in real life).
They have their favorite brands but are open to the opinions of influencers and
other information sources.
Now is the time to get to know this generation and understand what makes
them unique!

About one quarter of Generation Z will
be 18 or older by the end of 2018

People of color
make up

85%

Trend Timeline
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are influenced by
online sources
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For more shopper insights…
To dive deeper into shopper behavior, attitudes, and trends across product
categories, shopper archetypes, and demographic segments, get the 2018
Shopper Behavior Trends Report from Murphy Research.
Better understand your current and target customers with data & analysis covering:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Shopping attitudes and purchase drivers
Personality and lifestyle insights
Product research sources and decision influencers
Shopping channel preference and usage
Technology’s influence on shopping habits
Much more!

Data is available across shopper archetypes and multiple demographic groupings.
The 2018 Shopper Behavior Trends Report
is available for purchase
For more information about the report and purchase options, visit:
www.murphyresearch.com/shopper
Or contact:
Robb Kempken
Managing Director, Syndicated Services
rkempken@murphyresearch.com
(310) 873-2701
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Who We Are
Murphy Research is a full-service market research firm that understands that
groundbreaking research lies at the intersection of science and creativity. We
are known for our innovative research design, rigorous execution and enduring
insights, and offer quantitative and qualitative services to help clients with
market assessment, brand strategy, product development, customer loyalty and
engagement, and communications research.
We have done cutting edge work with companies like Disney, Twitter, Pepsi,
AT&T and Allstate, as well as many other Fortune 500 and emerging companies
in technology, CPG, retail, media, communication, and financial services.
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1546 7th Street
Santa Monica, CA 90401
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